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Website Analysis Project
June 10, 2016 | Submitted by GS Wallace

Collect user/traffic data about the Missoula Rural Fire District’s website
(www.mrfdfire.org) and provide an overview of what site features / pages best serve the
MRFD’s goal of Customer Service and Satisfaction.
Task:

Data:

Free StatCounter Meter installed on site and Certified Google Webmaster Tools.

StatCounter statistics are currently available to the public on the MRFD website with the View option (see
blue button on bottom right). These statistics offer a myriad of avenues to explore. For example, we can
see the Popular Pages for a week or Downloads for several months. However, the free meter option has a
data cap, which means some data will “turn over” more quickly, depending on site/page usage.
Google Webmaster Tools are available to web designers when site is certified through Google. Data
includes a list of keywords used to find the MRFD site; external links to the site; and Click Through Rates
(CTR), which provides analysis of what search words result in the user actually going to the website.

This report is an overview of findings from an official three-month+
collection of data by MRFD Web Manager. Raw data is contained in separate digital files
(see DVD). Most data comes from the free website meter(s). The data also includes findings
from 2012-2015 collected by Web Manager.
Report Summary:

This data reveals an actively used website. For the first half of 2016, hits have average
about 30 a day. About a quarter of daily users are returning visitors, and this percentage
has increased. The site has 38 pages and more than two dozen pages of this content are
regularly accessed. Most popular pages consistently include the home page, various
firefighter and fire station pages, the administration division page, news and events, contact,
photo gallery, community safety, FAQs, the reference library and the site map.
Generally, more than a quarter of users stay on the site for several minutes. A little more
than a third are on the site for 30 seconds or less, which would require more study to
understand what they are doing in that time. Most likely visitors are looking for quickly
accessed data, such as the phone number, which is available on each page of the site.
Another third of users are on for longer periods: five minutes to more than an hour.
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The specific activity of visitors can be tracked using the free StatCounter data. Specifically,
we can obtain IP addresses, page views, visit length, browsers, operating systems, search
engines, resolutions, and whether the device used is mobile. Visit Length also conveys the
number of visits by each user, the referring URL, the entry page and the latest page viewed.
This data reveals that the site is used widely throughout the United States and the world.
Every state in the nation appears in the data, as do such countries as Australia, England,
Brazil, India, Russia and China.
Based on the StatCounter data, news of the week often drives website traffic. For example,
page views for firefighter testing information or fundraising events, such as the Seattle
Stairclimb, will increase during correlating timeframes. During the 2014 Mill Levy campaign,
the free traffic meter used at the time reflected the same pattern (see 2014 Mill Levy) file.
Another example: On May 12th, Lee Enterprises (Missoulian) accessed the site, which was
promoting the Old Engine #1/Lolo Fire Station Rebuild/Blanket Raffle story at the time. The
newspaper accessed the Lolo Station page for their story on this fundraising project.
The Downloads and Download Activity files provide insight into which files on the MRFD
website are most used. During the study period(s), the most downloaded file was the
Volunteer Firefighter Job Overview PDF. The Volunteer Firefighter Application was next,
followed by the Personnel Close-Up Picture (staff and crew shot that will soon be updated).
Resident Firefighter information and Volunteer Time Record Sheet were also downloaded
along with the Car Seat Schedule. Other consistent downloads include apparatus and firerescue station photos and the Smokescreen Newsletter.
The data also lets us know where the visitor leaves the site. This, too, seems to be
influenced by events, such as the Stairclimb or Fire on Ice hockey match. Two sites are
consistent: Firefighter Testing (www.mtfiretesting.org) and burn permits (www.mcfpa.org).
Another consistent exit point is email (general@mrfdfire.org) to MRFD.
StatCounter also provides information on Keywords used to access the site. However,
many of the keywords are proprietary to Google and unavailable in StatCounter. To gain a
more complete understanding, accessing the Google Webmaster is vital. However, Google
data is limited in that you cannot determine who/when the user might have accessed the
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site, but you can see to which page on the site the user was directed by typing in those
search terms.
Both data sets reveal that the MRFD’s website is highly ranked for its essential keywords
and that users are often given the site with a wide range of terms, including Missoula
County Fire Department, Missoula Fire, fire videos, Montana fire. Google stats also show
that the site comes up in the ranking even when the user does not click on the page. Note:
the StatCounter service offers ranking information in its data, including the Pathways files.
You can also see which sites are referring the MRFD site to the user.
StatCounter and Google also offer other data that is of interest to the MRFD Web Manager.
This data is useful in creating and maintaining a highly-ranked, easily navigated website,
which the MRFD currently has. This data includes information on the search engines and
screen resolution that users employ to access the site. This data will stand and serve for
some time, and further, more detailed reports and findings can be compiled in future.
Attachments: DVD with raw site data.
For further information or questions, contact Glenda S Wallace.
Glenda S Wallace
Content, Marketing & Websites
GSWritecommunications.com
gswrite@blackfoot.net
(406) 722-5397 office / (406) 381-9570 mobile
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Example of Popular Pages data from StatCounter Service

Above “Links to Your Site” and the “Content Keywords” on the next page are provided by Google
Webmaster Tools (see DVD for complete files).
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On the next page are examples of the Keyword and Download information provided by StatCounter.
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This is example of the Visitor Activity information you can get from StatCounter.
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This screen capture conveys some of the information Web Managers can drill down to using the
StatCounter info.
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StatCounter emails a weekly report summarizes the website traffic to the MRFD Web Manager on a
regular basis. Below is the data from January and June of 2016. Other report summaries are
contained in the DVD.
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